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Some people have very real and ongoing support needs beyond
developing confidence and getting back into sport. Into Sport are
exploring ways to set up buddying schemes so that people who
need it can have regular ongoing support with travelling to venues
or managing support needs in accessing sport.
Diana used to swim regularly in the past but has not been for five
years due to a fear of getting in the pool; she was keen to overcome
this and start swimming again. Diana’s medical condition can leave
her very tired after travelling and exercising, so she agreed to try
swimming with a buddy - to help her get into the pool, and to be
with her on the journey home.
Sam, the Into Sport worker at Richmond AID, met Diana at her home
and they travelled together on the bus. Diana felt anxious once in the
pool so Sam gently encouraged her by holding her hands and moving
backwards; soon Diana was able to let go of Sam, although they
stayed close. Together they completed a length and a half before
Diana felt she needed to stop, and she was happy with her progress.
They have yet to arrange another swim session – Diana has had to
cancel a couple of times because she felt too tired, although she
says she is still keen to go again. In the meantime, she has been
going to a weekly yoga class.
Having an appropriate buddy, who is sensitive to the service
user’s fears or concerns, can help him or her overcome barriers to
accessing sport, as well as boost confidence and independence, and
improve social skills.
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The Into Sport Project
Into Sport is a unique three-year project managed by Inclusion
London and funded by Sport England, designed to encourage
Deaf and Disabled people over the age of 14 at all levels of ability
to take part in sport or physical activity.
The project is working with Deaf and Disabled people’s userled organisations in five London boroughs (Barnet, Greenwich,
Lambeth, Richmond and Southwark) to offer advice and support
to Deaf and Disabled people interested in getting active.
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